THE WAY TO CYBERSECURITY | COMPUTERS, TECHNOLOGY, AND SECURITY

SANS Training Roadmap

FACULTY
SANS Solutions: Computers, Technology, and Security | GCT20

TRENDSETTER
SANS Solutions: Computers, Technology, and Security | GCT20

TRENDS AND TOPICS
SANS Solutions: Computers, Technology, and Security | GCT20

Three technology courses cover a wide range of security topics and are skill-building with real-life examples. A broad set of computer- and ethical hacking-based courses cover these approaches to address those who need to understand the relevant facets of information security basics and the basics of risk management.

FUNDAMENTAL LEADERSHIP
SANS Solutions: Computers, Technology, and Security | GCT20

Three cyber range offerings cover the broadest range of topics and are skill-building for all levels: professionals at all tiers.
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